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AUTHOR PROCLAIMS A POCKET REVOLUTION 

PITTSBURGH, PA. Author Audrey N. Glickman offers the outline for a revolution – equal pockets               
for all. Released this week, POCKETS: The Problem with Society Is in Women’s Clothing explores the                
inequality of pockets from every angle, side, and depth.  And from the lack of depth. 

“This is just the beginning of our revolution,” the author states. “The goal is the redemption and                 
elevation of the Unpocketed Majority.” 

She assures us, “We will never abandon all the other worthy causes – world peace, health,                
equality, and so on. Improving our pocketry (or is it “pocketation”?) will serve to further those higher                 
causes.  As the book points out in words and images, pockets have an effect on all of society.”  

Better than even chance the public has noticed the injustice, but folks haven’t spoken out. In fact,                 
the odds are you have unequal pockets in your clothing right now. 

Published by Word Association Publishers, www.WordAssociation.com, this book is appropriate for           
all ages tween to gorgeously wizened, all genders, all styles of living – for all those who have a vested                    
interest in a vest pocket. 

A lighthearted look at an annoying issue, POCKETS ventures into the serious in the last chapter, in                 
which the author addresses paucity of pockets in a mass shooting. As a survivor of the Tree of Life                   
shooting, Ms. Glickman emphasizes, “This is a serious matter, possibly life or death. The book was                
already in progress when the shooting transpired, and that horror sealed the deal. We need pockets.” Let                 
her show you why. 

The book is available from Word Association Publishing, from Amazon.com, and from fine book              
stores near you. 

Author Audrey N. Glickman, of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, is an activist,  
a revolutionary in pocketation, and works at other things, too. 
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